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Abstract. In open multiagent systems, agents depend on reputa-
tion and trust mechanisms to evaluate the behavior of potential part-
ners. Often these evaluations (social evaluate) are associated with a
measure of reliability that the source agent computes. When con-
sidering communicated social evaluations, this may lead to serious
problems due to the subjectivity of reputation-related information. In
this paper, instead of considering only reliability measures computed
from the sources, we provide a mechanism that allows the recipient
according to its own knowledge, decide whether the piece of infor-
mation is reliable. We do this by allowing the agents engage in an
argumentation-based dialog

1 Introduction

Computational reputation models use the outcomes of past interac-
tions and third-party communications regarding social evaluations as
main sources to compute new social evaluations. Some recent repu-
tation models also attach to the social evaluation a reliability measure
that reflects how confident is the owner of the social evaluation about
that value.

Usually, the reliability value is also transmitted together with the
social evaluation when there is a communication, so the recipient
agent can decide whether it is worth it to consider that piece of infor-
mation. However, due to the subjectivity of reputation information,
a social evaluation declared as totally reliable according to agent A
may not be reliable for agent B because the bases under which A has
inferred the social evaluation cannot be accepted by B. This paper
offers an alternative mechanism. We suggest that, in communicated
social evaluations, the reliability measure cannot be dependent on
the source agent, but must be fully evaluated by the recipient agent
according to its own knowledge. In our approach, rather than only
allow one shot communications, we allow agents to participate in
argumentation-based dialogs regarding reputation elements in order
to decide on the reliability (and thus acceptance) of a communicated
social evaluation.

2 The Rep Language

LRep language captures the reputation-related information that rep-
utation models compute. Far from being a complete unifying lan-
guage, it is capable of expressing the reputation information that
many current state-of-the-art reputation models provide, because it
is based on an ontology of reputation [6] that has been used to repre-
sent the information of some of the most popular reputation models.
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Social evaluations incorporate three main elements: the target, the
context, and the value of the evaluation [6]. For instance, an evalu-
ation may say that an agent A (target) is very good (value) as a car
driver (context). We define Lrep as a first-order sorted language with
special predicates that indicates the types of social evaluations. The
sorts that the language includes are a finite set of individual agent
identifiers and group identifiers A (the target of the evaluation), a
countable set of contexts C (the context of the evaluation), a count-
able set of values V (the value of the evaluation), a countable set
of discrete time units T , and a countable set of formula identifiers
F that includes a constant for each well-formed formula of the lan-
guage.

The sort V represents values of a totally ordered set M = 〈G,≤〉.
It includes a constant v for each v ∈ G. Examples of M are
〈[0, 1] ∩ IQ,≤〉, or 〈{V B, B, N, G, V G},≤s〉 referring to the lin-
guistic labels Very Bad, Bad, Neutral, Good, Very Good, and where
V B ≤s B ≤s N ≤s G ≤s V G.

Let i, j,G ∈ A (i and j individual agents, and G referring to a
group of agents), c ∈ C, v ∈ V , t ∈ T and f ∈ F . The predi-
cates included in Lrep are Img(j, c, v) (image), Rep(j, c, v) (rep-
utation), ShV (j, c, v,G) (shared voice), ShI(j, r, v,G) (shared im-
age), DE(j, c, v, t) (direct experience) and Comm(j, f, t) (commu-
nication). The semantics of each predicate can be found at [6]

The reputation-related information that agent i holds is character-
ized by the tuple 〈Δi,�i〉, where Δi is the set of ground elements
(DE and Comm) gathered by i through interactions and communi-
cations (i’s reputation theory), and �i the consequence relation (i’s
reputation model).

3 The Reputation Argumentation Framework

We define the argumentative language Larg (based on Lrep) and its
associated inference relation �arg , to characterize how arguments
are expressed and constructed. A formula (Φ:α) ∈ wff(Larg) (ar-
gument) when α ∈ wff(LRep) and Φ ⊆ wff(LRep). An argu-
mentative theory (adapted from [2]) is a finite set Γ = {γ1, . . . , γn}
where each γi is a formula ({α}:α) ∈ wff(Larg) (basic declara-
tive unit (bdu)). We say that (Φ:α) is a valid argument in the bases
of Γ iff Γ �arg (Φ:α). Also, we say that a valid argument (Φ2:α2)
is a subargument of (Φ:α) iff Φ2 ⊂ Φ. �arg is characterized by the
following rules:

Intro-BDU: ({α}:α) Intro-AND: (Φ1:α1), . . . (Φn:αn)
( n

i=1 Φi:α1, . . . , αn)

Elim-IMP: (Φ1:α1, . . . , αn → β) (Φ2:α1, . . . , αn)
(Φ1 ∪ Φ2 : β)

As mention earlier, each agent i has to construct its argumentative
theory Γi in order to build arguments. Assuming that �i is defined
by a finite set of natural deduction rules {�i1 , . . . ,�im}, (1) For all
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Movement Precondition Postcondition

counterkP RO(b)

(1) k is even, b ∈ C(ΓP RO ∪ Xk−1
OP P ) and b has not been issued yet

(2) ∃r ∈ IN s.t. 1 ≤ r < |Sk−1|, r is odd and (b, Sk−1
r ) ∈ R(ΓP RO ∪ Xk−1

OP P )

(3) �γ ∈ C(ΓP RO ∪ Xk−1
OP P ) s.t. (γ, Sk−1

t ) ∈ R(ΓP RO ∪ Xk−1
OP P ) where

r + 1 ≤ t < |Sk−1| and t is odd

Xk
P RO = Xk−1

P RO ∪ BDU(supp(b))

Xk
OP P = Xk−1

OP P

Sk = 〈Sk−1
0 , . . . , Sk−1

r , b〉

counterkOP P (b)

(1) k is odd, b ∈ C(ΓOP P ∪ Xk−1
P RO) and b has not been issued yet

(2)∃r ∈ IN s.t. 0 ≤ r < |Sk−1|, r is even and (b, Sk−1
r ) ∈ R(ΓOP P ∪ Xk−1

P RO)

(3)�γ ∈ C(ΓOP P ∪ Xk−1
P RO) s.t. (γ, Sk−1

t ) ∈ R(ΓOP P ∪ Xk−1
P RO) where

r + 1 ≤ t < |Sk−1| and t is even

Xk
P RO = Xk−1

P RO

Xk
OP P = Xk−1

OP P ∪ BDU(supp(b))

Sk = 〈Sk−1
0 , . . . , Sk−1

r , β〉
(or 〈Sk−1

0 , b〉 if r = 0)

Figure 1. Possible movements of the dialog game at turn k. The function supp(b) returns the supporting set of b. The function BDU(X) returns the set of
elements from X as a BDU formula. So, if α ∈ X , then {α}:α ∈ BDU(X).

α ∈ Δi then ({α}:α) ∈ Γi, and (2) for all α1, . . . , αn s.t. Δi �i αk

where 1 ≤ k ≤ n, if there exists m s.t. α1, . . . , αn �im β, then
({α1, . . . , αn → β}:α1, . . . , αn → β) ∈ Γi. It can be proved that
if Δi �i α, then there exists an argument (Φ : α) such that Γi �arg

(Φ : α).
To specify the attack relationship among arguments, we de-

fine first the binary relation ∼= between Lrep predicates. Let α, β
be well-formed non-ground formulas from LRep. Then, α ∼= β
iff type(α) = type(β), α.target = β.target, α.context =
β.context and α.value �= β.value. ∼= is symmetric but not re-
flexive nor transitive. Then, let (Φ1:α1), (Φ2:α2) be valid argu-
ments in the bases of Γ. We say that (Φ1:α1) attack (Φ2:α2) iff
∃(Φ3:α3) subargument of (Φ2:α2) s.t. (α1

∼= α3). The strength
of the attack is calculated through the function w as w(a, b) =
α1.value � α3.value, where � is a binary function defined over
the domain of the representation values used to quantify the evalua-
tions (the total ordered set M = 〈G,≤〉). � implements a difference
function among the possible values.

We can instantiate now a weighted argument system [5] by using
the constructs defined in this section. Let Γ be an argumentative the-
ory. We define: C(Γ) = {(Φ : α)|Γ �arg (Φ : α)}, the set of all
valid arguments that can be deduced from Γ, and R(Γ) = {((Φ1 :
α1), (Φ2 : α2))|(Φ1 : α1) attacks (Φ2 : α2) and (Φ1 : α1) ∈ C(Γ)
and (Φ2 : α2) ∈ C(Γ)} (the set of all possible attack relations
between the arguments in C(Γ)). Then, we can describe our rep-
utation argument framework as AFΓ = 〈C(Γ), R(Γ), w〉, where
w : R(Γ) → IR> is the strength function as defined above using the
� difference function. We assume familiarity with Dung’s abstract
argument systems [3] and its weighted extension [5]. We can use any
weighted acceptability semantics to decide about the reliability of
arguments.

4 The Argumentation-Based Dialog

Each agent participating in the dialog will use its own argument
framework to deal with possible inconsistencies. Let PRO and OPP
be the proponent (who starts the dialog) and the opponent agent, then
(similar to [1]):

AFP RO = 〈C(ΓP RO ∪ XOP P ), R(ΓP RO ∪ XOP P ), wP RO〉
AFOP P = 〈C(ΓOP P ∪ XP RO), R(ΓOP P ∪ XP RO), wOP P 〉

where ΓPRO, ΓOPP are the argumentative theories of agents PRO
and OPP, which are private. wPRO and wOPP are the weight func-
tions of agents PRO and OPP. XPRO is the set of bdu from the ar-
guments that results from the proponent’s issued arguments. XOPP

the equivalent for the opponent. Both XPRO and XOPP are public
and are the result of the exchange of arguments. Inspired in [4], a
state of a dialog at the k-th turn (where k ≥ 0) is characterized by
the tuple 〈Sk, Xk

PRO, Xk
OPP 〉k where Sk = 〈Sk

1 , . . . , Sk
t 〉 is the or-

dered set of arguments that represents a single dispute line. Xk
PRO ,

Xk
OPP are the public sets of bdu formulas of the proponent and the

opponent respectively at turn k, incrementally built after each argu-

ment exchange and that are public. The proponent is the initiator of
the dialog and issues the argument a = (Φ:α). The initial state at
turn 0 is then characterized by 〈〈a〉, BDU(Φ), {}〉0. The possible
types of movements are summarized in figure 1. The winner is the
last participant who makes a move. The protocol is a simplification
of a TPI-Dispute [1]. From there, it can be deduced that if the pro-
ponent is the winer, the original argument a = (Φ:α) belongs to a
0-preferred extensions of AFOPP .

If OPP wins, OPP cannot find a 0-preferred extension that includes
the argument a. In this case, OPP could choose not to update its rep-
utation theory. However, depending on its tolerance to inconsisten-
cies, OPP can find a 1-preferred extension that includes argument
a, or even a 2-preferred extension. By increasing the inconsistency
budget, the original argument may become acceptable, and thus the
communicated social evaluation reliable [5].

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have defined an argumentation-based protocol for
the exchange of reputation-related information that allows agents to
judge whether a given piece of information is reliable or not. We use
argumentation techniques for the semantics of the protocol. The next
step regarding this work will be the inclusion of defeats among ar-
guments. We plan to use the typology of ground elements to give
strength to the arguments, independent of their attack relations. For
instance, one may consider that arguments based on direct experi-
ences are stronger than those based on communications.
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